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Date 06t1012020 (Requisition

Justification of Sole Source Purchases

OUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire has been designed by the Purchasing Department to aid the faculty and staff in relating
information necessary in the processing of requisitions on a sole source purchase basis. Your cooperation in
answering the questions listed below will assist us in handling orders expeditiously.

l) Is this item required for use in
Research? Yes classroom? Yes lab? Y". other?

2) What features or functions are proprietary to this item? How are these dimensions or performance

characteristics essential to the accomplishment of your work?
The is best known for it's to continuous in{he-moment feedback, but it is also an effective tool for

response a an

3)

parti€ipantE, lntuitivq hand held dial6 se partiGipantG can privately respend te que6tien6 and keep their feGu6 enthe t€6ting mat€rial
Software to program the system, capture individual responses and analyze data

List any company other than your suggested source who manufactures a similar item or manufactures
and item with similar functions.

4) Why won't these competing products be satisfactory?

NA

s) Will the item be used with existing equipment?
If yes, - as a repair/replacement part?

- as a component to be interfaced with the existing equipment
Give Brand and Model number of existing equipment.

- as an accessory ofoption?
- to match existing equipment?
- for reasons of interchangeability?

6) Give any additional information you feel may aid the buyer in processing this requisition.

NA

Yes No
Yes No
Yes No

Yes No
Yes
Yes

No
No

III

III

NAME (PRINT): Troy Tarpley

SIGNATURE

PHONE NUMBER: 1-2584

State law requires that you be informed of the fotlowing: (1) you are entitted to request to be informed about the information about yourself collected by use of this form (with a

few exceptions as provided by law); (2) you are entitled to receive and review that infomation; and (3) you arc entitled to have the information conected at no charge to you.

Approved 06-11-2020



DIALSV4ITH
info@dialsmith.com

wvwv.dialsmilh.com

'1800 NW 169ft Place
Suite B150

Beaverlon, OR 97006, USA

800.769.0906

i-view @ Wellington House

125 - 130 Strand

London, WC2R oAP, UK

Eric Alzuhn

+1.503 505.6272

eric@dialsmith.com

WESiT TEXAS A&M UNIVEFISiITY
EIFI. TFIOY TAFTE'LEY

PEFICEPTION ANALYZEFI@

PFIct}'OSAL

June 1O, eO2O
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DIALSVITH
PFIOP(]SiEtrl SOLUTION

(15) Dials^

(1) Console^

(2) Software suite seat licenses*^

(1) HD display kit^

(1)HD MP4 recorder^

(1) Hard-sided rolling system case

(1) Premium annual support

Please initia! as your
acceptance of the stated
pricing and terms:

x

s: List $350ea or $300ea when added to this order.

Backup / Spare List $2,800ea or $2,250ea when added to this order.

Live Media lntegration Kit - live presentations or live broadcast: $16,500.

Additional Software Seats: List $250ea or when added to this order QTY

Additional Consecutive Training Days: $1,500ea (not weekends). . i '

thisorder. 'iiiC nOOitional Annual Support: List $1,500/yr or $1,000/yr when

No

TOTAL WITH OPTIONS: $ ce,
or

'Software suite includes two (2) seat license of Edit, Collect and Report.

^Software and hardware componenls are described in detail in Appendix B of this proposal.

D

D

D

o
D

Subtotal $16,825
EDU Discount ($ 3,365)
Online Traininq $ 2,800
Delivery $ 250
Total lnvestment $ 16,510

2 West Texas A&M University

To meet your needs, we are pleased to propose the following Perception Analyzer solution:

O 2020 Dialsmith, lnc. Proprietary and Confidential



DIALSV4ITH
PFIOPOSAL ACCEPTANCE

I hereby accept this proposal including the items and pricing on page 4 and the following terms:

. Full payment in $USD or purchase order due prior to delivery

. Payment by check or bank wire transfer carries no fee

. Payment by credit card is welcome and increases the lnvestment by 4%
o Purchaser is responsible for any customs fees, import duty, sales tax, and/or VAT, if

applicable
. Delivery will generally occur within 10 - '14 business days of receipt of full payment

. Due to exclusive contractual rights, the Perception Analyzer may not be used for any type of
radio research or testing

. Perception Analyzer software may only be used by the company that purchased the lrcense
from Dialsmith. The Perception Analyzer software license is non-transferable and may not
be provided to any third-party without prior, written consent from Dialsmith.

. Any copyright, patent, trade secret, trademark or other proprietary right or disclaimer
appearing in or on the Perception Analyzer software, hardware, and related devices,
materials or documents may not be removed, obscured or altered, in whole or in part,

without the prior written consent of Dialsmith.
. The terms of this Proposal and the Perception Analyzer software license agreement takes

precedence over the terms of any other document inconsistent with or in addition to any
provision of this Proposal and the Perception Analyzer software license agreement, unless
specifically agreed to in writing by both parties.

Please initial page 3, sign page 4 and return pages 3 - 4 of this document to:

Eric Alzuhn

Scan/ema il : eric@d ial sm ith.com

West Texas A&M University

x

Signature

O 2020 Dialsmith, lnc. Proprietary and Confidential

Tifle

West TExas A&rri lJniversity4

Date

Print name

Tax Exempt lnformation:



DIALS\/4ITH

The Perception Analyzer is a very intuitive system to use, but as with any complex and robust
technology, there is much to learn and understand. A session with one of Dialsmith's trainers will
help ensure that you are taking full advantage ofthe system's capabilities and that you are using it
to its fullest capacity.

Option 1: Your Place $4800 1+ travel at cost)*

With training at Your Place, a Dialsmith trainer comes to you for a full, two-day training which
covers the following:

. Hardware and peripheral set-up and configuration

. Utilization of all three software modules (Edit, Collect, Report)

. Audio/visual needs, ordering and set-up

. Troubleshooting
o Hands-on practice and in-depth Q&A

Option 2: Our Place $3800 1+ your travel costs)*

With training at Our Place, you come to our office in Portland, Oregon, for a full, two-day training in
our conference room utilizing all of our in-house audio/visual equipment. The training includes up to

two trainees and everything listed above. More than two trainees may attend the training for an

additional $200 per person.

Option 3: Web-Based

With lyeb-Based training, training takes place in the comfort and security of your own home or
office. lt starts when Dialsmith provides you with all the training materials distributed during a typical
in-person training. As you work your way through these materials, make note of the topics,
workflows, etc., that you'd like to explore in more depth. We'll create a customized training
speciflcally suited for your needs. Hours can be divided to create multiple sessions (e.9., 2 x 4-hour
sessions, or 1 x 4-hour session followed by 2 shorter 2-hour sessions). Additional hours are
available as needed.

'Does not include travel expenses.

'Assumes weekday t.aining. Weekend training or travel will resull in an up charge oI9500 per weekend day

5O 2020 Dialsmilh, lnc. Proprietary and Confidential West Texas A&M University
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$2800 (8 hours)



DIALSVlTH
APPENtrIIX Et: SYSTEM CIVEFIVIEW

The Perception Analyzer system consists of hardware and software that interfaces with a computer
and various peripherals. Hardware and software will be covered in this section and computer and
peripheral details may be found in the appropriate appendices.

Hardware

Dial: The dial is the interface used by respondents or audience members to communicate
real-time feedback through the Perception Analyzer system. Using a teardrop-shaped knob,
specifically designed for optimal usability and minimal distraction, the dial is turned to the
number on the LED display that corresponds to the desired response. The dial has a 280"

sweep and offers custom scales anywhere between
0 - 100. Thefull range of 0 - 100, orany lesser range (e.g 0- 10, 1 -5, 1- 7, etc.), may
be used. The dial stores the response to each question and awaits polling from the console.

Console: The console is the interface between the software, computer and dials.

Connecting to a computer via USB or serial cable, the console receives instructions from the
Perception Analyzer software, wirelessly polls the dials via radio frequency* (RF) and

delivers the results from each dial back to the software.

a

a

Software

Edit: Edit is the questionnaire development module of the software. lt's where questions get

created or imported and formatted for use during a session. Basic question types include

categorical and attitudinal and more advanced question types include moment-to-moment,

trade-off and more.

Collect: Collect is the module that runs during a session, displays questions and interfaces

with the console to poll and record responses from the dials. Collect also includes diagnostic
tools for evaluating possible RF interference (so another channel may be selected if
necessary), checking battery strength in each dial and making sure all dials are functioning
properly.

Report: Report is the reporting and analytic module of the sofhruare. Through Report, data may
be viewed in graphical, crosstab or quick frequency formats and easily exported as graphic,

ASC|l, SPSS or PDF files.

System Peripherals

HD Display Kit: This is a variety of cables and adapters to help connect your Perception
Analyzer system to external monitors and MP4 recorders for high-definition playback and
capture of stimulus and real-time results.

a

a

a

a

6@ 2020 Dialsmith, lnc. Proprietary and Confidential West Texas A&M University



DIALSV4ITH

AITPENDIX C: GOMPUTEFI FIEO|JIFIEMENTS

The following are Dialsmith's recommended minimum sDecifications for a new or replacement
computer to run the Perception Analyzer system:

. Either a notebook or desktop computer is acceptable

o Wndows 8.1 or 10

Minimum of lntel i7 processor, 12.0 GB RAM, 512 GB storage is recommended

Required Ports:

Two available USB-2 or USB-3 ports: One for dial interface and one for external display
adapter.

One or more additional USB ports are recommended for mouse or flash memory
connection.

Suggested Brands:

Most any modern Windows-based computer brand will suffice. lt is recommend that you
provide the brand and model number to Dialsmith for review of computer specifications.

Apple computers:

Perception Analyzer software may be run on an Apple-brand computer using an lntel CPU
and operating Windows natively via Apple's Bootcamp dual-boot drive partition utility.
Perception Analyzer will not run in a Windows virtualization application (such as Parallels or
VM Fusion) on an Apple-brand computer.

These are only suggestions based on our experience and Dialsmith does not endorse nor
guarantee the suitability of any specific computer.

7O 2020 Dialsmith, lnc. Proprietary and Confidential West Texas A&M University



trlIALSV1ITH
APPENEIIX trt: AUtrtlO / VISUAL FIEOIJIFIEMENTSi

When setting up a Perception Analyzer system to be used in a research, classroom or event
setting, onsite audio/visual equipment will almost always be needed. Based on each specific
application this equipment may include, but is not limited to, one or more of the following:

. Video and/or data monitors

. Projector(s) and screen(s)

. Video signal switcher
o Cables, connectors, adapters

Unless a facility or venue has all the necessary audio/visual components, an outside vendor may be
required. Dialsmith is available to consult with you on your specific audio/visual needs and provide
guidance and schematics as needed.

8O 2020 Dialsmith, lnc. Proprietary and Confidential wost Toxas A&trl Univsrsity



DIALSV1ITH
APPENDIX E: SUPPOFIT

. Free phone/email based technical support (8:30am - 5:30pm PST, Monday-Friday)
o Free hardware repairl^
o Free loaner equipment during hardware repai12^
o Annual preventative system maintenance3^
. Audio^/isual Support
. Free maintenance software updates
. Software version updatesa
. 10% discount on additional system training for new users (excluding expenses)
. Preferred hardware rental rates for additional equipments^

^ Client is responsible for round-trip shipping costs.

1 Free repairs on manufacture/s delects on Perception Analyzer dials and consoles only. Damage due to misuse and/or abuse will be

repaired for an additional time and material charge. Malfunctioning third-party peripherals supplied by Dialsmith will be subject to the
respective manufactureas wananty terms.

2 Loaner equipment not to exceed quantity in for repair and is based on availability.

3 Once per contract year, upon client's request, at the Dialsmith offices.

4 Dialsmith reserves the right to charge an additional fee for specific new sofrware fealures.

s Rental of dials equal to the number owned.

I@ 2020 Dialsmith, lnc. Proprietary and Confidential West Texas AtM UniveEity

Your Perception Analyzer system purchase includes a one-year Support Agreement. After one
year, you will have the opportunity renew your Support Agreement for an additional fee and
continue to receive the following benefits:
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